workingpArts
art & the public realm
Project Profile: Kirkby Town Centre
Client: Knowsley Council / Spenway Developments
Value: Programme - £ 320,000
Services - Lead Artist, Strategy, Research, Consultation, Commissioning Plan, Design of
all art- works, Fabrication and Implementation.
Duration: September 2012 – September 2015

Project Aims
To enliven the existing and new spaces within of the town centre to support the free
movement of pedestrians throughout Kirkby when new developments take place. We
wanted to create a place that makes people smile, that makes them proud of their town
and makes them feel that they are recognized and respected. The new developments will
undoubtedly add to the range of facilities in the town but we also want people to still use
the existing town centre shops and spaces.

Objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•

To consult with stakeholders and key partners over the scope of the potential
projects
To explore with planners and designers how best to encourage free movement
around town
To focus on three key connecting areas for strategic work.
To ensure that the communities of Kirkby all feel involved in the process
To create works which reflect and honour the people of the town
To build on past successes

Outcomes
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

A extensive programme of consultation and engagement with schools throughout
the town, with youth clubs, the local college, care centres, local businesses,
shopkeepers and residents.
A programme of work that responds creatively to the issues that people raised
Full endorsement from second stage consultations and by stakeholders
Three major installations
At Newtown Gardens, a piece that draws on an Edward Lear nonsense verse and
features a lifesize elephant and a Viking Longship—how very Merseyside.
At the north of Newtown Gardens a piece memorialising the oldest tree in the
borough and referencing the local area to wider historical figures and events.
At Civic Square a sequence of Three Winged Thrones to engage people waiting for
buses and so creating a ‘departure lounge’ for the bus station and a ‘waiting room’
for the Kirkby Centre.
In the Library a huge talking chair made in collaboration with artist Jane Revitt and
referencing the work of Edward Lear, whilst containing collected stories from
residents
The programme both challenges and
delights

Project Overview
Kirkby was a ‘new town’ developed in the 1950s and 1960s to provide new and
modern homes for families and communities who were being moved out during
housing clearance in Liverpool. Whole communities were moved out from places like
Dingle and Everton and transplanted to new settlements in Kirkby. Part of Kirkby’s
character stems from the fact that communities were transplanted intact so that they
were still near friends and family. The four districts of Tower Hill, West Vale,
Southdene, and Northwood are each distinct so it was crucial that we gather views
from each area.
We explored what people value within the town centre and developed ideas in
response. We then developed presentations and exhibitions which detailed the
proposed art program. This was presented at each community centre and at outdoor
shows in the town centre. This secured universal endorsement of the scheme and
enabled us to move forward to a full art plan.
We linked part of the art program to artist, illustrator and writer Edward Lear. Lear was
a given his first commission by the Earl of Derby to draw the menagerie formed the
basis of the Knowsley Safari Park. Lear’s nonsense verse about the enthusiastic
elephant gave us an image we wanted to turn into 3 dimensions. The Viking Longship
refers to the Old Norse origins of the town’s name.
The work also references the emotional ‘baggage’ that people carry with them about
the changes that have occurred, particularly during the early years of the new town of
Kirkby.
We also created a meeting place and landmark based on a memorial of the oldest tree
in the Borough, cast in iron and integrating a gold disc rain shelter and a legend
inscribed into the tree grille.
The third work is a series of giant outdoor winged wing chairs. Large enough to take
two people at a time, the chairs turn the square between the Library and bus station
into a commodious and striking departure lounge with distinct areas to congregate.

The final work is an indoor talking version of the giant
chairs incorporating stories and memories collected
from local people and heard through built in speakers
and upholstered in Lear’s poems.
The whole program was installed from mid February
2015 to Sept 2015.

